
  Feel Good Function Well – Interview Series 

What is your top tip 

for feeling good and 

functioning well? 

It has to be exercise!  
 
The more you move, the 
more you want to be 
active.  
 
When you start feeling 
the benefits of using and 
exercising your body, it 
has far reaching effects.  
 
Exercise leads to better 
mental and emotional 
health, better physical 
strength and resilience, 
increased self-esteem 
and it makes you 
consider what you put in 
your body.  You want to 
fuel your body so that you 
get the most out of 
exercise.  
 
It also gives you time to 
choose to be alone or be 
with others. Exercising to 
music can also be 
euphoric!  
 
For me, it’s a bit of an 
addiction but one that 
benefits me and those 
around me. 

What does Resilience and Wellbeing (RAW) mean to you?  

I think that resilience is the ability to withstand challenging emotions and situations. It is 
having the emotional and physical strength to draw upon strategies and behaviours that 
allow you to cope with and move beyond something difficult.  Wellbeing is the 
culmination of physical, emotional and mental health that means you feel good and can 
meet life's challenges with energy and enthusiasm. 

 

If you had to pick one RAW pillar that is most important to you, what 

would it be and why? 

This is difficult! They are all very important and at different parts of my life, different ones 

would be more important.  

If I think about how I feel now, I would choose ‘Reach’ for your dreams. I have spent the 

last few years focussing on the other pillars, so I feel I am well placed to go for a new 

challenge, a new dream and to set myself some new goals. I love learning and 

developing myself and believe this is what makes life interesting and fulfilling. 

What has happened to you recently that improved your Wellbeing? 

Training for a marathon had some surprising effects on my wellbeing.  It wasn’t just the 

increased cardiovascular fitness or changes to my body, it was the effect on my brain!  

I had a creative eureka moment where ideas became connected and a whole vision 

was created in my mind. Couple this with feeling incredibly powerful in a body achieving 

new goals, meant I felt completely empowered and inspired to reach for a new dream! 

What is your favourite quote, book, film or article about RAW? 

Oh my goodness, there are so many it is difficult to choose! 
 
For a film … The Greatest Showman.  I found it inspiring and reminded me of what 
things are important including that everyone should be valued. 
 
For a book … Entrepreneurial Revolution by Daniel Priestley.  It’s about embracing a 
mindset that is open to change, to grow and see positive opportunities all around. 
 
Quote … “The first wealth is health”  

 

Who are your RAW role models? 

My Godmother, Anne, has always been a great RAW role model.  I would also say 
Gemma Sharp and myself, as I am proud of the healthy, balanced life that I lead. 

 
 

 
 

 

Resilience and Wellbeing is such a big topic, so I am always 

keen to hear from others about what it means to them and the 

impact it has in their life.  Having an insight into what works for 

someone else may inspire you to try out something new.   

 It was great to catch up with Liz Goodfellow-Williams, 

founder of Wonder Women Network. 

Read on to find out about her views on wellbeing and 

what she does to connect, promote and nurture female 

entrepreneurs to reach their full potential. 
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Why not share your own thoughts on what makes you Feel Good and Function Well 

by connecting with Lordene Learning on social media using #feelgoodfunctionwell 

Facebook & Intstagram @feelgoodfunctionwell Twitter @feelgoogfw 

 

 
What is the best part of your day and why? 

Early morning, but it never used to be!  
 
It’s amazing what can be achieved and how lovely it is to exercise, work or read         
before others are awake!  It’s a very productive, special time. 
 

If Wellbeing were a place where would it be? 

Home.  This is where my heart is and where I feel safe and secure. 
 
I’d also like to say the country road I run along in the sunshine, which could be anywhere. 

 

What are your best experiences that you can draw on during tough times? 

My family and their love for me.  When I’m running and it’s hard, I think of my children and that I want to make them proud 
and see that I never give up. When something goes wrong and I get cross I’m always aware of being a good role model 
for them and ask myself ‘how would I want them to respond?’ this really helps control my behaviour.  
 
There are some good experiences from physical events I’ve taken part in where I’ve experienced a lot of success – these 
remind me what I’m capable of which helps me during those tough times.  
 
Compliments I’ve had from people about my personal qualities that inspire or help them can help pick me up. 

 
What type of music (or specific song) makes you Feel Good and Function Well? 

There are so many songs I adore!  Will Young Joy, Candi Staton You’ve Got The Love and Alicia Keys Girl on Fire. 

 
Can you tell me a bit about your business and how it links to RAW?  

RAW underpins Wonder Women Network where I provide unique events that connect female entrepreneurs, promote 
them and their businesses to the public and nurture their wellbeing.  It’s about helping women reach their potential, create 
the lives they want and function at their best. Without RAW this cannot happen. 
 

If you could use one word to describe what you do what would it be?  Connect! 

 

 
 

 
 

 

How can people find out more about what you do? 
 
Visit my website – www.wonderwomennetwork.co.uk to find out about 
my unique events that connect, promote and nurture. 
 
Email me on info@wonderwomennetwork.co.uk 
 
Come to my Flag Ship Networking Event on 25th November 10.15am 
at Lenham Community Centre and chat with me.  I’d love to meet you! 
 

 

If Wellbeing were      

a colour what        

would it be? 

Green – natural 

beauty, calm, serene, 

energised from the 

sun, lush, life! 
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